
Liberation - Another hole where distance control is premium. 
A good yardage to lay up to is 160 yardages from the green. 
Playing over the corner is very risky but sometimes can reward 
an easy up and down birdie.

Battle of the Atlantic - A par 3 with no tricks. What you see 
is what you get so hit your best shot at the pin.

Home Front - This hole requires shot placement. 
Another risk/reward option where being conservative o� the 
tee is a good choice. The big tree on the left is 150 yards from 
the green.

Korean War - Another hole with options. A good target is to 
play to the 150 yard marker which leaves a safe approach into 
the green. When down wind, long hitters can challenge the 
green but need to stay out of the deep fescue rough.

Women & War - A kind par 4 where par or birdie are gettable. 
A good play is to leave yourself 100 -150 yards into the green.

Peacekeeping- This long par 4 has a smaller green that 
slopes from right to left and is di�cult to hit in 2. Keep your 
second shot left on the pin. Missing this green right usually 
results in a bogey.

Cold War - A par 3 with a large green. Keep the approach 
shot under the hole for an easier putt. Playing short and rolling 
up is a good option because over the green leaves a di�cult 
up and down.

The Balkans - An excellent hole where its important to avoid 
the trees on either side which can block the second shot. 
Laying up to the 100 yard marker is a good option. Watch out 
for the hazard short and right of the green.

Afghanistan - A last chance for a birdie or par but beware of 
the small green. Missing it makes for a di�cult up and down 
so it’s very important to hit the fairway. Good luck!
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LOCAL RULES
• Out of Bounds  - De�ned by white stakes and boundary fences.
• Hazards - Lateral hazard margin de�ned by red stakes.
• All yardage markers that interfere with normal stance or swing – one club-length relief, no penalty.  
 The 150 yard posts in the fairway may be removed if your swing is impeded.
• Fescue Areas - Fescue areas are de�ned as any tall grass areas longer tan rough height. All fescue  
 areas are deemed as lateral hazards (Rule 26-1). Under penalty of stroke, you may drop within two  
 club lengths of point-of-entry, no closer to the hole.

GENERAL RULES
• Speed of Play  - All players must maintain a pace of play that keeps them in position with the  
 group in front of them. Slow play may result in groups being asked to skip a hole or being removed  
 from the course. Keep in mind, your round of golf should take no longer than 4½ hours.
• Alcoholic Beverages - Absolutely no alcoholic beverages are to be brought onto the property.  
 Persons breaking this rule will be asked to leave the property immediately. All players at the   
 Edmonton Garrison Memorial Golf & Curling Club (EGMGCC) play at their own risk. The EGMGCC  
 shall not be liable for:
 • Any theft of property. • Any damage to property. • Any injury suffered by any person. 
 • Players are responsible for any injury of damage caused by their golf ball or personal actions.

✓  Please repair ball marks.

✓  Please keep up to the group in front.

✓  Please rake all traps.

Handicap Recommendations by Tee BoxBack Flag

Middle Flag

Front Flag

0 - 5 Hcp

12 - 18 Hcp

6 - 11 Hcp

19+ Hcp

Player Attest Date

 Hole 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Out Init 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 In Tot

 Black 346 381 187 422 572 187 576 438 391 3500  401 205 597 389 376 429 215 540 360 3512 7012

 Blue 323 371 167 395 549 170 515 431 383 3304  377 175 532 369 346 381 167 515 328 3190 6494

 White 315 340 161 373 506 150 488 388 353 3074  354 150 483 329 326 366 150 488 319 2965 6039

 Gold 266 334 134 305 469 125 448 365 325 2771  289 130 453 297 276 302 125 410 244 2526 5297

 Par 4 4 3 4 5 3 5 4 4 36  4 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 4 36 72  Hcp Net

 Men’s Handicap 17 11 15 5 1 13 9 3 7   4 16 2 8 12 10 18 6 14

 Ladies’ Handicap 13 11 15 5 3 17 7 1 9   8 18 4 6 12 2 16 10 14

Boer War - A great starting hole and driver is not necessary. 
Longer tee shots should favor the left side as the spruce trees 
on the right may block approach shots to the green.

Ypres - A short dog leg to the right with penal fescue along 
the right side. Cut the corner if you’re brave.

Vimy Ridge - A deceptive par 3 that has a nasty green and 
some deep bunkers. Middle of the green is a great shot here.

Battle of Britain - Distance control is premium on this dogleg 
left par 4. Longer hitters can cut o� the dogleg and take 
advantage of a shorter approach into the green.

Hong Kong - It can be di�cult to �nd the fairway on more 
aggressive lines which narrows as more of the corner is bitten 
o�. The green can be quite receptive but take caution on right 
side pin position.

Dieppe - This mid-length par 3 can be deceptive as the 
bottom of the pin is usually not visible. Trust the yardage and 
hit a great shot at the pin.

Sicily & Italy - The tee shot on this par 5 is straight forward. 
Longer hitters can take on this narrow green in two, while 
laying up requires �nding a fairway that meanders to the left. 
Trouble lies beyond the green.

Ortona - A strong straight away par 4 that usually plays into 
a prevailing wind. Finding the fairway is a must as the 2nd
 shot is very challenging to a small green.

D-Day - Many options are available on this tee shot. Try 
playing to your favorite yardage and birdie may be rewarded.
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